IQ2200VS

COOLING CAPACITY: 2200 BTUH (645W) @131°F (55°C)

MAXIMUM AMPS: 1.6 (768W) @480V/60HZ

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMP: 131°F (55°C)

MINIMUM OPERATING TEMP: 131°F (-40°C)

DIMENSIONS: 34.12" (867MM) H X 12.28" (312MM) W X 6.34" (161MM) D

WEIGHT: 70 LBS (31.8KG)

CONTROLLER

AMBIDENT AIR OUTLETS

AMBIDENT AIR INLET
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**CONSTRUCTION**
- **AIR OUTLET**
- **AIR INLET**
- **ENCLOSURE**
- **POWER SUPPLY**
- **OPTIONAL: EXTERNAL HEAT OUTPUT**

**DRAWING**
- **QD-ENG-59  REV 0**
- **SCALEDRAWN BY**
- **DATE**

**PRODUCT**
- **IQ2200VS SPEC DRAWING, 480V**

**NOTES**
- **IMPORTANT:**
- GASKET MUST BE APPLIED AS SHOWN FOR PROPER OPERATION AND TO MAINTAIN NEMA INTEGRITY.
- **EVAP. OUTLET = 158 CFM**
- **COND. OUTLET = 236 CFM**
- **SOUND LEVEL @6FT FROM UNIT @ A HT. OF 3FT = 60 dBA**
- **SOUND LEVEL @2FT FROM UNIT @ A HT. OF 5FT = 65 dBA**
- **CONDENSER INLET MIN. CLEARANCE 2.27"**

**DIMENSIONS**
- **SURFACE FINISH**
- **FRACTIONAL**
- **ANGULAR**
- **TOLERANCES**

**MATERIAL**
- **EST WT: N/A**
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